MODERN WORKPLACE
Improve collaboration, productivity and efficiency

With the increasing demand for mobility, productivity and collaboration and the growing amount of business conducted by a mobile and connected workforce, organisations more than ever need to adapt to innovative ways of working.

Anytime, anyplace, any device.

Insight Modern Workplace solutions empower organisations to better motivate employees by giving them the tools and support they need. Whether inside or outside the office, our approach is designed to connect your workforce to three key business assets: content, people and applications, enabling increased productivity and performance.

Some of the key Modern Workplace benefits we can bring to you include:

- Connect and access key content & people from anywhere - mobile, tablet and laptop
- Share, develop and communicate ideas efficiently across locations
- Empower team collaboration & conferencing
- Reduce IT complexity and only pay for what you use
- Extend highly secure access to applications & data

Want to know more?
To explore the benefits of Insight Modern Workplace, please email: info.UK@insight.com or call: 0800 333 333

“Technology is taking power from organisations and giving it to people. Successful organisations will harness that power by giving their people: employees, contractors, suppliers and customers, the tools to interact with them in the way people want to.”

Chris Ingle, Vice President Consulting, IDC

Modern Workplace Solutions
We are completely independent and blend together the best software, hardware and services into packaged management and deployment solutions for:

- Mobility
  Empower business on the move
- Content & Collaboration
  Streamline communication for more productive collaboration
- Secure Access
  Business-class security and access for employees outside the office
The Modern Workplace Model

Create your modern workplace solution with Insight.

Working together with our partners, Insight has the know-how, best available technologies and business support services to help you transition to a more efficient and successful business operation.
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To explore the benefits of Insight Modern Workplace call us on 0800 333 333 or email info.UK@insight.com today

Three step approach to the Modern Workplace

Depending on your needs and resources, Insight can provide either a total end-to-end solution, or support you with advice, hardware and services for the elements of Modern Workplace.

**Step 1: Get ready** – Benchmark your goals, identify business value, identify your gaps, build a plan, test & approve – Insight offer workshops, assessments and proof of concepts to help you get started.

**Step 2: Get productive** – Insight can provide best practices and support your IT department to define the right policies and framework necessary to build a secure foundation for your Modern Workplace – This includes access rights, device types and networking considerations.

Secondly, we can help migrate and bring on-stream your on-line productivity tools - Email, Calendaring, Contacts, Online Conferencing, Sync & Share, Instant Messaging and Social Media.

**Step 3: Get supported** – Once you are up and running, Insight and its extended partner network can help you maintain your Modern Workplace including Health Cchecks, Support & Maintenance and Business Continuity.